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March 19, 1987

Mr. Henry D. Hukill, Vice
and Director - TMI-l

GPU Nuclear Corporation
P. 0. Box 480
Middletown, Pennsylvania

Dear Mr. Pukill:

President

17057

SUBJECT: FIRE PROTECTION EXEMPTIONS FOR TMI-1

By letters dated February P, 1987, February 11, 1987, February 28, 1987,
and March 10, 1987, GPUN requested exemptions to the technical requirements
of Section ITI.G.? of Appendix P to 10 CFR 50. Based upon our evaluation of
your submittals, we conclude, for the exemptions reqliested, that the TMI-1
alternate fire protection configuration provides an eouivalent level of safety
to that achieved by conformance with Appendix R. Therefore, exemption requests
as described in the enclosed Exemption are qranted.

Compliance with Appendix R is to be achieved durinq your current shutdown per
10 CFR 50.48. Our overall safety evaluation of-your efforts to satisfy
Appendix R will be provided at a later date. As a result of the review to
date, you have not identified any other exemptions outside those described
herein or in previous Exemptions. A copy of the Exemption is being
filed with the Office of the Federal Register for publication.

Sincerely,

/S/

John F. Stolz, Director
PWR Prolect Directorate #6
Division of PWP Licensing-B
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UNITFP STATEF HIICLEAP REGULATORY COPt'ISSION

In the Fetter of )

GENERAL PUBLIC UtTll!`1ES NUCLE9P
CC.FPORATION, El AL. ) Docket No. 50-PP9

(Three File Tsland F'uclear )
Sthtien, Unit No. l) )

FXEMPrITON

General Public Utilities Nuclear (GPUN' Cerporation (the licersee) and

three co-owners hold Facility Operatirc License No. DPR-50, which authorizes

operation of the Three Mile lslerd Nuclear Station, Unr.it No. I (TMI-]) (the

facility) at power levels not in excess of ?F.35 meqawatts thermal. This

license provides, among other thinqs, that the faetilty is subject to all

rules, requlations, and Crders of the Nuclear Pevulatory Comm1ssion Ithe

Commission or the staff) now or hereafter in effect.

The fecility is a pressurized w'ater reactor located at the licensee's

site in Dauphin County, Pennsylvania.

T.

10 CFR 50.48, 'Fire Protection," and Appendix P to 10 CFR Part 50, "Firt

Protection Program for Nuclear Power Facilities Operatinq Prior to .'anuary l,

1979H set forth certain fire protectior features required to setisfv the

General Pesian Criterion reldted to fire protection (Criterion 3, Appendix t

to 10 CFP 50).

Section JII.G of Appendix P requires fire protection for equipment

important to safe shutdown. Such fire protection is achieved by various

combinations of firp barriers, fire suppression systems, fire detectors, and

8703300p56 270319
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separation of safety trains (ITI.G.?) or alternate safe shutdown enuipment

free of the fire area (117.C.3). The objiective of this protection is to

assure that onp train of snuipment needed for hot shutdowr. would be undaraed

by fire, and that systems needed for cold shutdown could he repaired within 7?

heurs (1I.G.1t.

By letters dated February ?, 1987, February 11, 19S7, February ?F, 1987,

and March 10, 1987, the licensee reouested approval of a number of exemptions

from the technical requirements of Section Il.G of Appendix R to 10 CFP 50.

Additional information concerning some exemptions requested was provided in a

letter dated February 10, 1987. A description of the exemption requests and a

summary n' the Commission's evaluation follow.

1. 1I1.G.?; exemption requested to allow manual operation of certain

valves and pumps and in some instances providing a rovina fire partol in lieu

of providino fire protection. The pumps and valves to be manually operated

include MU-V-IP (normal makeup flow), F,1-V-8 (letdown flow alipnment to Fakeup

Tank or the Reactor Coolant Bleed Tanks), MS-V-?B (main steam block vplve for

atmospheric steam dump), EF-V-30 A, 8, C and r (Emerqencv Feedwater Flow

Cotitrol Valves), Nuclpar River Coolina Water Pump NR-P-1c, lt-V-?, 3, 4

(Intermediate Cooling Valves), F-U-V-37 (Makeup Valve), VlO-V-1A, IF, 7A, 2S, 3,

6P and 6B (Letdown Valves), WODL-V-1 and F (Letdown V'alves), IC-V-IA and lP

tIntermediate Coolino Valves%, and NR-V-15A and B (N'uclear River Valves). Thu

specific components are as described in letters from the licensee dated

February ?. 1987 and Parch 10, 1987.
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The licensee states that if a fire dar.aaes cables associated with these

components, sufficiert time exists to manually align the valves and to

manually control the puw-ps so as to achieve are r'&intain safe shutdown

conditions. The time periods within which the licensee must accomplish these

actions vary 'rom 20 minutes for certain emergency feedwater system valves to

240 minutes for certain valves in the makeup system. The minfium time frame

to establish local control of the intermediate cooling water pumps and the

nuclear river cooling water pumps is 30 minutes.

The technical requirements of Appendix P are not met in the subject areas

because cables and components for certain shutdown-related valves and pumps

are not provided with fire protection in accordance with the options

identified in Section J!J.G.

The staff has several concerns regarding the reliance on manniPl actions

in lieu of physical protection of shutdown systems. The first is that plant

operators may have to enter the fire area before it is reasonable to expect

that habitable conditions may be restored after the fire. The licensee, in

the February 2, 1987 submittal, identified a number of locations where safe

shutdown can only be achieved by reentering the fire area to assure proper

valve alignment. However, in no instance is it necessary to enter these areas

before two hours after fire damaoe occurs. Although it is not possible to

predict the nature and duration of a fire in any location, the staff expects

that within one hour a fire would have been detected and controlled and near

ambient conditions restored. This conclusion is based on the description of

plant ha7ards and available protection as provided by the licensee in Pevisior

7 of the Fire Hazards Analysis Report (FHAP) and staff observations made
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durina the Prpendix R inspection held in December 1986. The licensee's

analyses indicated that an additional hour exists beyond the staff's

assumptions. This results in a sufficient marqii; of safetv and provides

reasonable assurance that manual actions within the fire area can be achieved.

The staff was also concerned that fire dan'ace to valve operators would

prevent manual valve aliqnment. However, the licensee responded to this

concern by statina that fire damage to valve operators will not prevent tNh

valve operators from being manually turned.

A further staff concern is that because not all fire areas are physicallv

separated from adjoining locations by continuous fire-rated construction, fire

propagation through non-rated boundaries might prevent operators fron performinQ

manual operations. However, where fire area boundaries are not completely fire-

rated, the licensee indicates that l) the areas on one or both sides of the

boundary are protected by an automatic fire suppression system, or *') the

boundary wall or floor/ceiling forms a continuous non-combustible barrier to

the propagation of fire, or 3) the adjoining area into which fire may spread

is not relied upon for safe shutdown.

An additional concern is that the post-fire shutdown procedures and available

personnel are adequate for the tasks to be performed. The licensee responded

that procedures will be prepared in conformance with staff fire protection guidance

as provided in Generic Letters Pl-12 and 86-10. The staff considers this response

acceptable. However, the adequacy of these procedures will he confirmed durina

the NRC staff's review of the safe shutdown and alternate shutdown capabilities.

The staff's remainina concern is that the manual actions required in

locations outside the fire area could actually be accomplished within the
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maximum available time period stipulated by the licensee while a plant irie

is underway. As previously stated, these time limits rance from ?0 minutes

to ?40 minutes. It is nnt possible to predict the naturu of a fire event or

the actions of plant operators during an ernernency. Hiowever, the staff

expects that a degree of uncertainty dnd confusion will Pyist and that time

delays will occur in the inmplementdtion of manual actions. To miticiate this

potential problem, the licensee committed ir; a letter doted Februprv 10, 1987

to revise the post-fire safe shutdown procedures. Upon confirmation of a fire

in a fire ared/zone where manual actions are required within 30 minutes. an

operator will he immediately dispatched to the remote shutdown panels and

stand by to becin implementing the required manual actions when directed. It

is the staff's judgment that dispatching an operator~s) to these areas

before loss of redundant carability occurs will provide significant additional

time margin to asstire that the required actions will be accomplished before at:

unrecoverable plant condition occurs. However, by letter dated March 10,

1987, the licensee notified the staff that under certain circumstances

involving a fire in fire areas/zones CB-FA-?d or 2f that manual action must

be taken to restore reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal cooling or trip the RCP5

in less than ten minutes. The licensee still proposes that upon confirmation

of a fire in these fire areas/zones that an operator be sent immediatelv to

the remote shutdown area and stand bY to take appropriate action if RC; seal

cooling is lost. But the licensee is also proposing a rovinc fire watch for

"ire areas/7nnes CB-FA-?d and 2f. For reasor as discussed under eyemption 2

(ventilation systems), the staff concurs that the roving fire watch will

detect fires early in their formative stages allowing time to extinguish the
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fire and/or take appropriate manual actions. Therefnre, the ccmbinatiov' o'f a

roving fire patrol watch and dispatching personnel to stand by at the remote

shutdown ared upon confirmation of a fire in fire areas/zones CB-FA-?d art f

is acceptable to the Commission. For those actions which must be tdlr

beyond 30 minutes, the stdff concludes that a sufficient time marqln

exists which provides reasonable assurance that these actions can be achieved

in the time required.

On this basis, the Commission concludes that the licersee's alternate

'ire protection configuration provides an equivalent level of safety to that

achieved by compliance with Section TI4.G of Appendix R.

The special circumstances of 10 CFR 50.1? apply in that applicatirr , r-f

the regulation in the particular circumstances is not necessary to achieve the

underlying purpose of the rule. The underlying purrose of the rule is to

accomplish safe shutdown in the event of a sincle fire and maintain the plant

in a safe condition. The rule reovires fire protection for circuits and

components associated with shutdown-related valves and pumps. However.

certain valve and pump components can withstand the effect of a fire and

still be manually operated. Sufficient time exists to allow this manual

operation and maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition. Thus, the

underlyina purpose of the rule is satisfied allowing manual operation of thtese

components. Additionally, the licensee craves that providing additional

protection features, as required by the reculations, would not result in a

significant increase in the level of protection provided and would result in

undue hardship and costs significantly in excess of those incurred by others

similarly situated. These costs consist of additional enqineerina,

procurement of materials, fabrication, and installation costs.
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P. IlJ.G.?; exemotion requested fror rrovidine fire protection for the

heatinq, ventilati0n, and air conrditionnrq (IVAC) system componerts located ir.

or associated with the emeroency feedwater pump romn, diesel oeneratur tildirc,

control buildinc, screen water pumphouse, and decay heat remove' and nuclear

service closed cycle cooling pump room.

lin Revision 7 to the FHAR and in letters to the sta'f dated July ,;. 1986,

February I1 and 28, 1987, the licensee identified a number of locations where

redundant circuits for the above referenced systems are not protected per the

fire protection options Identified in Section 11!.G. The licensee has stated

that if a fire were to damage the HVAC systems servinq the above locations,

sufficient time exists to take certain actions to prevent room temperatures

from reachina critical levels. Tn some areas, such as the intake screen and

pumphouse (ISPH), the licensee had proposed to rely upon portable fans to

maintain acceptable room temperatures. In other locations, such as the

control buildinp, the licensee had proposed to shed non-essential loaes to

reduce the temperature rise. However, by letter dated February 28, 1P7,

the licensee identified another approach to assure that reouired ventilation

systems were maintained free of fire demaqe. For every area which contains

cables/components whose damage could result in the loss of HVAC, eycept the

ISPH, the licensee proposes to implement a fire watch patrol. The patrol

will be arranoed such that no area will be left unattended for more

than 20 minutes. In the instrument shov. control roo. and HP chemistry lab,

the fire watch function will be performed by the personnel who normally occupy

thosp areas on a contirunus basis. In the ISPH, the licensee will utili7e

portable ventilation equipment to compensate for damnged HYAC components

Inmediately upon loss of ventilation flow.
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The staff's principal concern was that e fire of siqnificant rarnitude

would damaoe PA'AC system comiponents, resulting in the loss of adequate vent-

ilation ir these locations. In those areas which are continuousl' attended

or where a fire watch patrol is provided, there is reasonable .ssuranee that

a fire, if orie should occur, would be discovered in its formative staqfs.

before significant temperature rise or smoke proPreaation occurred. Thp

personnel would then notify the control room that a fire was in proQrPss,

which would result in the disratch of the plant fire br1gade to the scene.

Pending arrival cf the fire brigade, thesp same personnel who are trained to

use the available portable fire extinruishere, will attempt to control the fire.

The expected quick response to such a postulated fire is sufficient to bssi-re

that one division of required ventilation systems would remain free of fire damaae.

The licensee has stated that upon loss of ventilation in the ISPH, at

least four hours Is available before critical room temperatures are reached.

The licensee has committed to immediately dispatch plant personnel to restorp

ventilation using portable equipment upon loss of normal HVAC systems. It is

the staff's Judqment that sufficient time exists, with a conservative marqin

of safety, to restore adequate ventilation flow rates. On the basis that

portable fans taking suction from outside areas can provide sufficient

ventilation and that the licensee's procedures will assure that these actions

are completed ona time, the staft concludes that the licensee's prorosal is

acceptable.

Based on the above evaluation, the staff concludes that the licensee's

alternite fire protection configuration provides an eouivalent level of saffty

to that achieved by conmpliace with Section JJT.G of Appendixv P.
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The underlying purpose of the rule is to ensure that safe shutdown

capability exists durine and after ary postulated fire In the plant.

Protecticto of supporting systems, their compnnents and circuits is reouire'd 1

the support is essertial for the operability of a safe shutdown system.

For the ISPP, sufficient time eyists to allow corrective marual actions to he

taken. For the other YVAC systems, protection can be provided by detectinq

fires early in their formative stage and extinouishlnq them before thay become

large enough to damage both trains o1 important eouipment in a qiven fire

area/rope. Fire watches, either in the form of a contintuous fire watch (either

by a person physically in the area or vie remote monitoring) or a rovinq patrol

which is present 1rn a fire zone/area at lepst once every 20 minutes, provide

adequate assurance that fires in these areas will be detected early In their

formative stage. The fires can he extinguished before they damage equipmert

necessary for the safe shutdown of the plant. Therefore, the exemption

requested meets the special circumstances delineated in 10 CFP 50.I?(a)(f-(ti1.

in that application of the regulation In this particular circumstance is not

necessary to achieve the underlying purpose of the rule. In addition, the

licensee claims that the special circumstances of 10 CFP 5O.1?(a~t?)Ciii)

apply io that providing additional protection features, required by the

reoulations, would not result In a siqnificant increase in the level of

protection provided and would result Ir undue hardship and cost significantly

in excess of those incurred by others similarly situated. These costs consist

of enqineering, procurement of materials, fabrication and installation costs.

3. 11.G.?; exemption recuested from Appendix P to the extent that it

reouires that steel which Is framed into or supports a fire barrier he

protected to the same decree as the barrier itself.
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In its Sofety Evaluftion Report (SFR) of December 30, 19PE~, the staf'

described the lecations Irn which fire-rated cable and/or fire-rated cable

wraps wv.I be used to protect ore division of shutdown-related cables. In the

following four areas, the licensee has not proterted the supports for open

raceways carrying thO fire-rated cable or supports for the cables, conduits or

trays protected by thp cable wraps:

.P-FZ-4 ISPH-FZ-?

ISPH-FZ-I fFP-FZ-1

1he stafsf' principal concern 15 that a fire of siqnificart waanitude

would cause roor temperatures to rise to a level which would cause the steel

supports to lose their structural integrity. The resulting collapse of the

ccr-duit or cable tray could damage the circuits which must remain functioral

to achieve and maintain safe shutdown conditions.

However, each of these areas is equipped with automatic fire detection

and suppression systems. If a fire occurs, the Comm1ssion's staff expects the

detection systems to actuate and transmit an alarm to the control room. Upon

confirmation of a fire, the fire briqade would be dispatched to the area and

would suppress the fire using available portable equipment. If rapid

temperature rise occurred before the arrival of the briqade, the automatic

fire suppression system would actuate to control the fire and to reduce roor

temperatures. This would occur well befcre the support steel would reach a

temperature at which structural failure could be expected. Therefore, the

absence of protection for this steel has no safety siqnificance.

Pased on the above evaluation, the staff concludes that the licensee's

alternate fire protection configuration provides an equivalent level of safety

to that achieved by compliance with Section Ml1.S.? of Appeneix P.
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The underlyino purgc'se of the rule is to provide protection anainst fire

dabriee to the structural steel supports associatec with Appendix R safe

shutdown cables, eauipient, and associated non-safety circuits. This

protection is being accomplished by ensuring that the temperatures within the

eypected zones will not rise to levels which could affect the structural steel

integrity. Therefore, the exemption being requested meets the special

circumstances deltneated in 10 CFR 50.17(a)(i'(li), in that application of the

regulations in this particular circumstance Is not necessary to achieve the

underlying purpose of the rule.

4. Ill.f.?; exemption requested for the chiller roon' in the fuel

handlino building (area FM-F7-6) from the requirement that or automatic fire

suppression system be installed in an area where one division of shutdown

systems is protected by a one-hour fire barrier and a fire detection system.

Contained In this fire area are redundant power cables (LS5A and LS5?)

for control center IC-ESV. These redundant power cables are protected with

one-hour fire rated barriers. The area is protected by an automatic fire

detection system and manual fire fiqhting eouipment. As described in the

licensee's FHAR, the fire loading in this area is minimal.

The staff's principal concern in this area was that a fire of sionificant

magnitude could damage the above-referenced power cables for control center

IC-FSV. However, the fire lceding In the area is mirimal, with combustible

material dispersed throughout the area. Recause of the fire detection system,

the staff expects that a fire, if one should start, would be detected in its

incipient stanes before a significant room temperature rise occurred. An

alarm would be autoratically transmitted to the control room. The fire
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briaade would subsequently be dispatched, and the fire suppressed usina manual

fire fiqhtina equipment. Pendinrc arrival of the brinade, the nne-hour

fire-ratpd harrier which protects these cables will provide reasonable

assurance that they would remain undamaqed. Therefore, the absence of an

automatic fire suppression system has fio sdfety significance.

Based on the above evaluation, the staff concludes that the licensee's

alternate fire protection confiquration provides an equivalent level ef safety

to that achieved by compliance with Section I'IT.C of Appendix R.

The basic purpose of the rule is to ensure that equipment important to

the safe shutdown of the plant is available in the event of a fire. The

minimum fire loadina in the area. coupled with a fire detection system and a

one-hour fire-rated barrier, all insure that at least one of the two cables

will remain undamaged in the event of a fire. The fire should he detected and

extinquished early. Therefore, thE exemption beirna requested meets the special

circumstances delineated in 10 CFP 50.l?(a)(?)() in that application of the

regulations in this particular circumstance is not necessary to achieve the

underlying purpose of the rule.

5. Il1.G.?; exemption requested from the requirement that redundant

shutdown divisions he separated by a three-hour fire-rated barrier.

Specifically, the fire-rated barrier which forms the perimeter of intermediate

huildinq area 1S-FZ-8 contains two steel plate doors which are not fire-rated,

as determined by an Independent testinq authority. Fach door is used for

flood protectior and is bolted in place. One door is located in a portion of

the wall which is common to auxiliary building area AB-FZ-4. The other is

located in a wall common to fuel handling building area FH.F?-1.
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The fire lcerinq in IB-F7-P is low. es described in FIAP. Each of the

adjacent hreas 1s protected by an brea-wide iautomatic sprinkler svsten'. The

three areas are tlso provided with autonmbtic firt detectionr systems ane Frarljal

fire fiohtina equipmert as described by the 'licensee in the FHAR.

The stdff was or1oinr'1y concerned that a firF of significant maoTitbde

wouold cause these doors to fill, allowino fire to propaqate and camage

redundant shutdown-related systems. However, because of the protection provided

hy the automatic sprinkler systems in areas AP4F7-4 and FH-F7-l, the staff

corncludes that rnom tenperatures resultino from a fire ir these locations would

not reach critical levels such as to cause the doors to fail. Because of the

substantial neture of ths doors (as confirmed by observation durina the

Appendix R audit) apd their beino bolted in place, the staff concludes that

smoke and hot gases would be confined to the area of fire origin until the

fire was suppressed.

Similarly, the nature and quantities of combustibles in 1r-FZ-8 are such

as to not produce a fire of intense magnitude or duration. The heat produced

from a fire irn this location would rise to the ceilinq and stratify above and

away from the doors. By the time the stratified hot cas layer would begin to

envelope the doors, the plant fire brigade would have arrived to begin active

fire suppressior activities. If, under the most conservative fire scpnario,

fire spread through the dnorways, the existinn autormatic sprinkler systems Con

the other side would actuate to protect safp-shutdown systems in the adjoining

locations from fire ddmaqe.

Pased or the above evaluation, the staff concludes that the licensee's

alternate fire protection conficuration provides an eguivalent level of safPty

to that achieved by compliance with Section ITT.G.2 of Appendix R.
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The underlying purpose of the rule is to provide assurance that one of

the redunddnt trains of safe shutdown equipment Is free of fire damaqe throuch

adeouate separation and protection, in order to ensure safe shutdown

capability durino and after any postulated fire in the plant. This assurance

is being accomplished hy providing area-wide automatic sprinkler coveraqe in.

fire zones AS4-V-4 and FHI-F7- which adjoin IB-F7-P. by providing adequate

separation between the steel doors and by the low cogbustible loadino in

18-fZ-8. Therefore, the exemption being requested meets the special

circumstances delineated in 10 CFP 50.12(a)(ii), in that application of the

regulation in this particular circumstance is not necessary to achieve the

underlying purpose of the rule. In addition, the special circumstances of

10 CF 50. 1?(a)(iii) apply In that providing additional protection features.

required by the regulations, would not result in a sianificant increase in the

level of protection provided and would result in undue hardship and cost

significantly In excess of those incurred by others similarly situated. These

costs consist of additional enaineerinu, procurement of materials,

fabrication and installation costs.

The Commission had previously granted exemptions to Appendix P in an

Exemption dated December 30, 1986. One exemption qranted concerned the lack of

a fire detection system in fuel handlinq building area F11-F7-?. BY letter dated

February 7, 1987, the licensee clarified this exemption request to include tth+

fact that the existino automatic sprinkler system does not extend throughout

the area. The partial spririkler system was acknowledoed in the staff's

evaluation and, therefore, this clarification does not alter the staff's

conclusion that the exemption should have been granted. This condition
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conforms with the guidance issued orn partial fire detection and suppressior

systems ir Generic Letter 86-11o. No specific exemptionr for the partial

sprinkler system in this area is therefore necessary.

In its December 30, 1986 Fxemption, the staff gr&rted an exewption fror.

the requirement to protect certain shutdown-related circuits where the

licensee has stated thft sufficient time exists (in excfss of 30 minutes) to

take manual actions to compensate for the loss of those circuits. By letter

dated February ?, 1987, the licensee has aaain changed the approach to safe

shutdown in a number of locations. Certain valve alignments are rio longer

required; other valve alignments are now considered necessary; and certain

renuired manual actions ,hich had not been previously included in docketed

submittals are now identified. The licensee states that these channes are

within the scope of the staff's previous evaluation. On this basis, the

clarifications reoarding manual valve aliqnmpnts, as ident'lfed in the

licensee's February 2, 1987 letter, are acceptable and should be considered

to be encompassed by the previous exemption.

IV.

Accordinaly, the Commission has determined that, pursuant to 10 CfR 50.1?,

these exemptions are authorized by laws, will not present an undue risk to the

public health and safety. and are consistent with the common defense ard

security. The Commission further determines that special circumstances, as

provided in 10 UER 50.1?'a)(?)(ii), are present ,ustifying the exemption;

namely, that application of the regulation in the particular circumstances is

not necessary to achieve the underlying purpose of the rule. Specifics &re
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discussed in each exemption request; but in aeneral, the underlying purpose of

the rule is to accomplish safe shutdnvn 1n the event of a sinolf fire and

maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition. This is accomplished by

assuring that sufficient undamaged equipment is available to suprort safe

shut.down assuming a fire within the area of concern. In the areas for which

an exemption is being reouested, passive as well as active fire protectiro

features assure that. ny single fire will ntot result in the loss of safe

shutdown capability. These features include marvel actions, automatic

suppression, and early detection of fires in their incipient stage!. The fire

protection features, in conjunction with low combustible loadinqs, provide a

high deoree of assurance that a single fire will not result in loss of safe

shutdown capability. In addition, the special circumstances of 10 CFR MI'.1

(a)(?2(Mii) apply in that compliance would result in costs that are

significantly in excess of those contemplated when the regulation was

adopted. Providing additional protection features, as would be required to

meet the regulations, would not result in a significant increase in the level

of protection and would result in undue costs for additional ernineerilno,

procurement of materials, fabrication, and installation. Accordinaly, the

Commission hereby grants the exemptions listed in Section 1II above from the

requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix P.
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Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.32, the Commission has determined that the grantinc

of this Exemption will have no significant ii'pbct on the environment

(52 FF 8389 ).

This Exemption is effective upon issuance.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Frank J. Ml iAia, D tor
Division of PVR Licensing-P

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this 19th of March 1987



UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

W WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

SUPPORTING AMENDMENT NO. 155 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. OPR-38

AMENDMENT NO.155 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-47

AMENDMENT NO. 152 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-55

DUKE POWER COMPANY

OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS NOS. 1, 2 AND 3

DOCKETS NOS. 50-269, 50-270 AND 50-287

INTRODUCTION

By letter dated December 12, 1986 (Ref. 1), as revised on January 29, 1987 (Ref. 2)
and supplemented on February 11, 1987 (Ref. 6), Duke Power Company (the licensee)
proposed changes to the Technical Specifications (TSs) of Facility Operating
Licenses Nos. DPR-38, DPR-47 and DPR-55 for the Oconee Nuclear Station, Units
Nos. 1, 2 and 3. These amendments would consist of changes to the Station's
common TSs. Oconee Unit 3 is currently completing a refueling outage.

These amendments would authorize changes to the Oconee Nuclear Station TSs
which are required to support the operation of Oconee Unit 3 at full rated
power during the upcoming Cycle 10. The amendments would change Figure 3.5.2-12,
the Unit 3 Operational Power Imbalance Envelope curve. The Figure would be
updated to reflect current cycle operating characteristics.

These amendments would also provide a more conservative curve for Oconee
Unit 1 Operational Power Imbalance Envelope (Figure 3.5.2-10) to allow 10 CFR
Part 50.59 reviews of future core reloads; update TS 3.5.2.4.b.2 (quadrant
power tilt) to reflect the fact that power level cutoffs (other than 100%)
are no longer applicable to Oconee; delete TS 3.5.2.6 (xenon reactivity)
because operating restrictions resulting from transient xenon power peaking
are implicitly included in the limits of TS 3.5.2.5 (control rod positions)
and proposed TS 3.5.2.6 (reactor power imbalance) and note this in the bases
of TS 3.5; and change TSs 3.5.2.7, 3.5.2.8 and 3.5.2.9 to reflect the deletion
of TS 3.5.2.6 (xenon reactivity).

For Oconee Unit 3 only, these amendments would raise the minimum boron
concentration in the borated water storage tank (BWST) from 1835 parts per
million (ppm) to 2010 ppm to ensure that the core is at one percent delta k
over k, 1% a k/k or shutdown margin, at 701F without any control rods in the
core. Other administrative type changes requested in the February 11, 1987
application are being handled separately.

870330019 4 870319
PDR ADOCK 05000269
P PDR
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To support the license amendment application, the licensee submitted
"Oconee Unit 3, Cycle 10 Reload Report" as an attachment to the December 12,
1986 application. A summary of the Cycle 10 operating parameters is included
in the report, along with safety analyses. On January 29, 1987, the licensee
revised the reload report because Oconee Unit 3 was shutdown on December 17,
1986--earlier than scheduled because of possible wear indications in the 382
reactor coolant pump. The Oconee Unit 3 Cycle 10 core was then redesigned
based on the shortened Cycle 9 length of 349 effective full power days. Results
of this redesign indicated that to ensure the core will be shutdown in
conformance with applicable criteria, the beginning of cycle, all rods out,
70'F 1% a k/k shutdown boron concentration should be increased from the present
1835 to 2010 ppm. In a letter dated February 11, 1987, the licensee proposed
revisions to the TSs to raise the minimum boron concentration in the BWST.

The Cycle 10 core consists of 177 fuel assemblies, each of which is a 15
by 15 array containing 208 fuel rods, 16 control rod guide tubes, and one
incore instrument guide tube. The fuel consists of dished-end, cylindrical
pellets of uranium dioxide clad in cold-worked Zircaloy-4. The fuel
assemblies in all batches have an average nominal fuel loading of 463.6
kilograms (kg) uranium. The undensified nominal active fuel lengths,
theoretical densities, fuel and fuel rod dimensions, and other related fuel
parameters are given in Table 4-1 (Ref. 3). The Cycle 10 core loading diagram,
enrichments, control rods and burnable poison rod assembly (BPRA) locations
and enrichments are also given in Reference 3.

Cycle 10 will operate in a rods-out, boron feed-and-bleed mode. Core reactivity
control is supplied mainly by soluble boron and supplemented by 61 full-length
Ag-In-Cd control rods and 60 BPRAs. In addition to the full-length control
rods, eight Inconel gray axial power shaping rods (APSRs) are provided for
additional control of axial power distribution. Since gray APSRs are being
utilized, there are eight control rods in group seven and twelve in group
five to reduce the negative offset response to the group seven rod movement.

The present reload involves no significant changes in core fuel design
or methodology. Proposed revisions-to the TSs required for Cycle 10 operation
were made in accordance with methods and procedures found acceptable in
connection with previous reloads (Ref. 4) and are the result of minor
cycle-to-cycle fuel changes.

EVALUATION

Evaluation of Fuel System Design

The types of fuel assemblies and pertinent fuel design parameters for Oconee 3
Cycle 10 are listed in Table 4-1 (Ref. 3). All fuel assemblies are
mechanically interchangeable. Two regenerative neutron sources will be used
in the Mark BZ fuel assemblies. The Cycle 10 core contains only fuel designs
which have been previously loaded in the Oconee Unit 3 reactor and have been
previously approved by the NRC staff. The fuel rod design, cladding collapse,
cladding stress and strain, and the thermal design fuel analyses for Cycle 10
fuel designs, including the gray APSRs, are either bounded by conditions
previously analyzed for Oconee 3 or were analyzed specifically for Cycle 10
using methods and limits previously reviewed and approved by the NRC staff.
Therefore, we conclude that the overall fuel system desinn for Oconee 3
Cycle 10 is acceptable.
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Nuclear Design

Table 5-1 (Ref. 3) compares the core physics parameters of Cycle 10 with those
of the reference Cycle 9. The values for Cycle 9 and Cycle 10 were generated
by Duke Power Company using the reload design methods described in Reference 5
which have been reviewed and approved by the NRC staff.

We have determined that approved methods have been used, and the nuclear
design parameters meet the acceptance criteria of Standard Review Plan,
Section 4.3, Part 11, and, therefore, conclude that the nuclear design of
Oconee 3 Cycle 10 is acceptable.

Evaluation of Thermal-Hydraulic Design

The generic Mark B and Mark BZ thermal-hydraulic design analyses supporting
Cycle 10 operation were performed by Duke Power Company using the methods
described in Reference 5. The Cycle 9 and Cycle 10 thermal-hydraulic design
conditions are summarized in Table 6-1 (Ref. 3).

The Cycle 10 core will include 60 fresh Mark BZ Batch 12 fuel assemblies, all
of which will contain BPRAs. This results in a core bypass flow of 7.9% of
the total system flow, which is less than the bypass flow assumed in the
generic thermal-hydraulic analyses.

The Mark BZ fuel assembly has a slightly higher pressure drop than the Mark B
assembly as a result of the increased flow resistance of the Zircaloy spacer
grids. The presence of Mark BZ and Mark B assemblies in a core results in less
coolant flow in the Mark BZ fuel than would occur in an all Mark 6Z core. The
generic Mark BZ analyses conservatively account for this transition core effect.

In a Mark BZ transition core, the limiting Mark B hot channel will receive more
coolant and yield better departure from nucleate boiling (DNS) performance than
would be predicted for a full Mark B core. Thus, the generic Mark B analyses,
based on the B&W-2 critical heat flux (CHF) correlation, are bounding and are
applicable to the Cycle 10 transition core.

We have determined that approved methods have been used, and the thermal-hydraulic
design parameters meet the departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) safety
limit using approved CHF correlations and, therefore, conclude that the thermal-
hydraulic design of Oconee 3 Cycle 10 is acceptable.

Safety Analyses

The important kinetics parameters for Cycle 10 have been compared to the
values used in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) and/or the
densification report. The licensee has shown that the Cycle 10 values
are bounded by those previously used. The licensee has also determined
that the initial conditions of the transients in Cycle 10 are bounded
by either the FSAR, the fuel densification report, previous reload
analyses, or analyses using approved methods.
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Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) has performed a generic loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
analysis for the B&W 177-FA, lowered-loop nuclear steam supply system using
the final acceptance criteria Emergency Core Cooling System evaluation model.
The combination of average fuel temperature as a function of linear heat rate
(LHR) and the lifetime pin pressure data used is conservative relative to
those calculated for this cycle. These results are based upon a bounding
analytical assessment of NUREG-0630 on LOCA and operating LHR limits performed
by B&. The B&W analyses have been approved by the NRC staff and the LHR
limits are satisfactorily incorporated into the TSs for Cycle 10 through the
operating limits on rod index and axial power imbalance and, therefore, are
acceptable.

Technical Specification Modifications

Oconee Unit 3 Cycle 10 TSs have been modified to account for normal
cycle-to-cycle fuel changes in power peaking and control rod worths. We have
reviewed the proposed specification revisions for Cycle 10. These changes
concern the Operational Power Imbalance Envelope (Figure 3.5.2-12). In
addition, the licensee has provided a more conservative curve for the Unit I
Operational Power Imbalance Envelope (Figure 3.5.2-10) in order to reduce
future TS changes and to allow more of their future reload cores to be
reviewed under 10 CFR 50.59. On the basis that approved methodology was used
to obtain these limits which assure that general design criteria 10 and 12 are
satisfied, we find these TS modifications acceptable.

The licensee also proposed administrative changes to TSs 3.5.2.4.b.2, 3.5.2.6,
3.5.2.7, 3.5.2.8 and 3.5.2.9 which are common to all three Oconee units.
These changes reflect the fact that power level cutoff is no longer
applicable to Oconee and operating restrictions resulting from transient
xenon power peaking are implicitly included in the control rod position and
reactor power imbalance limits. Therefore, we find these changes acceptable.

Increase in Boron Concentration in the Borated Water Storage Tank

As a result of a shortened Cycle 9 of Oconee Unit 3 the design of the Cycle 10
core will require an increase in the BWST boron concentration to ensure the
core will be shutdown in conformance with TS 3.8.4 and TS 3.3 criteria. By
letter dated February 11, 1987 (Ref. 3), as supplemented on February 27, 1987
(Ref. 6), Duke Power Company presented the results of its analysis which
indicates that the beginning of cycle, all rods out, 701F, 1 percent delta k
over k shutdown boron concentration should be increased from the present
1835 ppm to 1873 ppm in order to meet the 1 percent subcritical acceptance
criteria. Duke has requested TS changes which will conservatively increase
the minimum concentration in the Oconee Unit 3 BWST to 2010 ppm for Cycle 10.

We have determined that approved methods have been used to insure that the
1 percent subcritical acceptance criteria are conservatively met, and that the
plant will remain bounded by the FSAR safety analyses. Therefore, we conclude
that the increase in the EWST boron concentration to 2010 ppm for Oconee Unit 3
Cycle 10 is acceptable.
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EVERGENCY CIPCRIMSTANCES

in its February 11, 19E letter, the licensee reouested that these
emendments be treated Ps an emergeric- because insufficient time exists for
the Commission's usual ?0-dav notice without eytendino the current outaoe.
Recause of the early shutdown of Ocornee Unit 3, the licenspe determinned that
energency circumstances exist for arproval of these proposed revisions to
support startup of Oconee Unit 3. Cycle 10.

The licensee revised the reload report because Cconee Unit ? was shutdownr on
December 17, !986 - earlier than scIeduled because of possible wear
indications on a reactor coolant pump. The Oconee Unit 3 Cycle 1 core
wes then redesigned based on the shortened cycle. Pesults of this redesian
indicated that to ensure the core shutdown margin, the bnron concentration in
the BWIST would need to be increased from the present 1835 to ?010 ppm. Tr its
February 11, 1S67 letter, the licensee proposed revisions to the TSs to rAise
the minimum buron concentration in the SWST.

The Commission has determined that emergency circumstances exist in that
swift action is necessary to avoid a delay in startup not related to safety
and finds that, for the reason stated above. erergency circumstances exist.

In connection with a request indicating an emergency, the Commission
expects its licensees to apply for license amendments in a timely fashion.
However, with this consideration in mrind, it has been determined that a
circumstance has arisen where the licensee and the Coruvission must act
quickly, and the licensee has made a good effort to make a timely application.

FINAL Nn SI(SNIFICANT HA7ARPS CONSJIERATION DETEPMINATIJN

The Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 50.o2 state that the Commission
may make a final determination that a license amendment involves ne
significant hazards considerations if operation of the facility in accordance
with the amendment would not:

(1) Involve a significant increase in the probability or conseauences
of an accident previously evaluated; or

(2) Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated; or

(31 Involve a significart reduction in a margin of safety.

Ve have confirmed the basis of the no significant hazards consideration *indinqs
described in the notice published in the FEDERAL PFGTSTER on Parch 6, l9g.7
(5? FF 7050). The amendments change the TSs to reflect new operatino limits
based on the fresh fuel to be inserted into the core. These parameters are
based on the new physics of the core and fall within the acceptance criteria.
There are no sionificant chanqes in the fuel being used, or the fuel assembly
design. We have previnusly reviewed postulated fuel-related transients and
accidents. As part of these analyses, bounding parameters were used, for
example, power peaking limits and reactor system pressure. Accident, analyses
previously submitted by the licensee and approved by the NRC stAff for Oconee 3
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utilized inpvt value, of physics parameters which arp desicried to be bouindire
for various eperattnn cycles arnd operatinc corditions. The power imbalance
limit curve for Cycle 10 was aorived by the licensee so that the previous
analyses for the postulatec accidents would remain valid for Cycle 10.
Therefore, it was unnecessbry to analy.e any acecidenit for Cycle 10 of Occriee ..
Since the postulated accidents previously analyzed remain applichtle
to the new corr (i.e.. continue to be boundinre, the probabtility or
corsequences of an accident prevhiusly evaluetee have not. increased. Pfeausp
of the fundamental identitv of the new fuel in terms of its nuclear and fuel
assembly desinr. the possibility of a new or different kind of accident 'ron,
any accident creviously evaluatpd has not been created. Finally. the power
imbalance curve ensures that the licensed margin of safety has not been
reruced.

To ensure that the core shutdnwn ntarqin is 1 percent deite k over k, at 7P°F
without any contrcl rods in the core, the minimum horon concentration in
the FVST will have to be raised from 1835 ppr to 2010 ppm. We have cnnfirmed
that approved methods have been used to ensure that the 1 oercent suberitical
acceptance criteria are conservatively met, and that the plant will remain
bounded by the FSPF safety analyses. Therefore, the probability of any
resiar Basis Accident (DBAI is not affected by this chanoe, nor are the
consequences of a rrA; affected by this change. The key physics parameter
affected by the Oconee Unit 3 Cicle 10 redesign is the EOC boron concentratlor.
The limiting FSAR transient with respect to chanoes in the boron concentration
is the moderator dilution transieat at power. Only the non-LOCA boron dilution
transient was found to have a more potentially severe result due to increased
boron concentration. This event is bounded by the values assumed in the PSAR.
Therefore, the moderator dilution transient presented in the FSAR remains
conservative for Oconee Unit 3. Cycle 10. Analysis of the increase in the
Oconee Unit 3, Cvcle 10, minimum BWST boron concentration has indicated that
the 'OW ppm concentration is well within all acceptance criteria. For
refueling and lOCA conditions, the proposed concentration is sufficient to
maintain the core I percent subcritical at 70'F with all control rods reroved;
this chance affects only previously evaluated accidents, discussed above, avid
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated. The predicted boron concentration reou!lred
to maintain the core 1 percent subcritical at 70°F with all rods out of the
core during refueling or a LOCA has been compared to the current TS value for
the BWST. Thv predicted FQC, all rods out, 70F, 1 percent subcritical boron
concentration of 1873 ppm has necessitated a change in the required boron
concentration for the BWST from 1835 ppm. To provide additional shutdown
margin durinc refueling or a LOCA, a more conservative BVTST horon
concentration of ?210 ppm will be used. For the non-LOCA events, the
moderator dilution transient has been shown to he bounded by the FSAF
analysis and involves no significant reduction in a marqin of safety.

Therefore, we conclude that:

(1) Operation of the facilities in accordance with the amendments would
not si1nificantly increase the prcbability or consequences of art
accident pre1iously evaluated.
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(2) OPEration of the facilities in accordance with the amendment; would
not create the possb1litv of a new or different kind of accider.
fron. anv accident previously evaluated.

(3) Optration of the facilitits in accordance with tte amendments would
not Involve a significant reduction in a marair of safety.

Accordingly, we conclude that the amendmerts tn Facility Operatipc Licen~sp
Nus. PPR-38, OPP-47 dnc DPP-55 to support operation of Ocnnee 1'rit 3 at fut,
rated pnwer during the upcoming Cycle 10. involve no si'nificart hazards
considerations.

STATE CONSULTATION

In accordance with the Commission's regulations, consultation was held
with the State of South Carolina by telephone. The State expressed nn
concern either from the standpoint of safety or of our no sionif1cert ha7ards
consideration determination.

ENVIPONMFNTAL CONSIDERAT!er

These amendments involve a change in the installation or use of a facility
component located within the restricted area as defined in 10 CFP Part 20.
We have determined that the amendments involve no significant increase in the
amounts, and no significant change in the types, of any effluents that may be
released offsite, end that there is no significant increase in individual or
cumulative occupational radiation exposure. The Commission has previously
issued a proposed finding that these amendments involve no sionificant hazards
consideration and there has been no public comwent on such findina.
Pccnrdingly, these amendments meet the eligibility criteria for cateoorical
exclusion set forth in 10 CFP 51.22(c)(9). Pursuant to 10 CFP 51.2?(b), no
environmental impact statement or environmental assessment need be prepared
in connection with the issuance of these amendments.

CONCLIJSION

We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that:
(1) there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public
will not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and (?I such
activities will be conducted in compliance with the ComTission's regulations
and the issuance of these amendments will not he inimical to the corion
defense and security or to the health and safety o' the public.

rated: March 19, 1987

Principal Contributor:
G. Schwenk
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